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Research Opportunities 

based on work discussed in the book 

About Much Physics: United Models and Specific Predictions 
 

Thomas J. Buckholtz 
 
I hope that my work offers useful opportunities for scientists to make leading-edge contributions regarding 
physics theory, observation, and experimentation. 
 
People who might be interested include people working in mathematical physics, elementary particle 
physics, astrophysics, or cosmology. 
 
I published the work as a book (About Much Physics) and posted the abstract and summary (About Much 
Physics: United Models and Specific Predictions (extract 1)). 
 
Below, I show the abstract and highlight specific physics subfields. The work complements much 
traditional physics theory via a new, unifying approach. The work may provide breakthroughs and 
opportunities in each of the subfields. 
 
Let me discuss, as an example regarding the work, the topic of dark matter (which dovetails with particle 
physics, astrophysics, and cosmology). 
 

A July 2018 APS NEWS (a publication of the American Physical Society) article Diversifying the 
Dark Matter Portfolio by Leah Poffenberger includes a professor's comment, "This is challenging 
theorists and experimentalists to start looking in new directions." Evidently, more than eight 
decades after a Caltech professor proposed the concept of dark matter, scientists believe that 
dark matter exists, have yet to describe it with much specificity, and may have yet directly to 
detect it. Many people now do research regarding dark matter. 
 
I think I have developed a theory of dark matter that explains a few reported ratios of effects of 
dark matter to effects of ordinary matter. 

1. My work suggests well-specified components for dark matter. 
2. The description of dark matter and some other aspects of the work combine to explain 

the few observed ratios of dark-matter effects to ordinary-matter effects of which I know. 
o The observed ratios come from various techniques – analysis of cosmic 

microwave background radiation, measurements of gravitational lensing of light, 
and possibly measurements of depletion of starlight correlating with hyperfine 
splitting in hydrogen atoms. 

o The ratios apply to various aspects of the universe – the ‘whole’ universe, galaxy 
clusters, galaxies, and possibly 'old starlight.' 

 
Referring to the extract I mention above, Table 1.4 (on download PDF page 16) summarizes 
findings that include the above items 1 and 2. (Text starting at the middle of PDF page 14 
provides related narrative.) The table provides references to relevant observational work. (The 
download includes the bibliography, on PDF pages 19 and 20.) 

 
Early on, I intended that my work suggest new elementary particles and explain (regarding cosmology), at 
least qualitatively, the three multibillion-year eras regarding the rate of expansion of the universe. I think 
the work fulfills those objectives. I found that work seems include the above items 1 and 2. I think that the 
work may suggest yet more breakthroughs and opportunities. 
 
Permit me to provide a few words about me. I received a B.S. degree in mathematics from Caltech and a 
Ph.D. in physics from Berkeley. My career has been mostly in other fields. The work for which the book 
About Much Physics provides details took six years of full-time effort. (Regarding my career, permit me to 
point to [at least] first two pages of my detailed resume, which is available via link.) 
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Please feel free to ask me for more information and/or to discuss with me how you or people you know 
might proceed. 
 
My hope is that physicists and I will talk with each other and explore helping physics look in some 
hopefully useful new directions. 
 
- Tom 
 
Thomas J. Buckholtz 
1 650.854.7552 
Thomas.J.Buckholtz@gmail.com  
 
  
 

Abstract 

 
We address four physics opportunities. First, suggest new elementary particles and forces. Second, 
explain phenomena such as dark matter. Third, augment and unite physics theories and models. Fourth, 
point to opportunities for further research. 
 
We use models based on solutions to equations featuring isotropic pairs of isotropic quantum harmonic 
oscillators. 
 
First, we show solutions that match the known elementary particles. We propose that other solutions 
correlate with elementary particles that people have yet to detect and with dark energy forces leading to 
three known eras - early acceleration, subsequent deceleration, and current acceleration - pertaining to 
the rate of expansion of the universe. 
 
Second, we extend solutions to encompass known conservation-law symmetries. Extended solutions 
correlate with known kinematics. We suggest that extended solutions describe dark matter, explain ratios 
of density of dark matter to density of ordinary matter, correlate with dark energy density, and explain 
other phenomena. 
 
Third, we propose that our work unites, suggests details regarding, extends, suggests complements to, 
and suggests limits regarding aspects of traditional physics theory. Those aspects include classical 
physics, special relativity, general relativity, quantum mechanics, the elementary particle Standard Model, 
the cosmology timeline, and galaxy evolution scenarios. The work provides possible insight regarding 
foundation of physics topics. 
 
Fourth, we suggest opportunities for people. We suggest opportunities for observational, experimental, 
and theoretical physics research. We suggest quantum field theory that features few interaction vertices, 
sums of few terms as alternatives to conditionally convergent sums of infinite numbers of terms, and no 
needs to deal with some infinities. We point to possible opportunities to further develop and apply 
modeling and math we use. 
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